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abstract

Although Henry Bradbury’s Nature-Prints of ferns in Moore (1855/56) and
Moore (1859/60) are well-known to pteridologists, his earlier prints, some of
which are also of ferns, are rarely seen. Most of these were published (Bradbury,
1854) as sets of prints, mostly of flowering plants but also including five prints
of ferns, issued unbound without text. Eleven sets have been located, mostly in
institutional libraries. together they include 39 different Nature-Prints but no set
contains more than 33 prints and most sets differ in the number and choice of
prints. to give a full description of this publication, it is necessary to describe all
the available sets. Some sets include a title page, which was produced in two
different versions. Four identical sets of 33 prints have a numbered list of plates.
Nine of the examined sets were published by Bradbury & Evans in London; two
appear to have been re-issued in 1867 by Baildon of Edinburgh. Also described
is an unpublished fern Nature-Print, possibly pre-dating all the others.

iNtroDuctioN

Many fern enthusiasts will know of the remarkable imperial-folio size Nature-Prints by
Henry Bradbury, 51 in total, that illustrate “The Ferns of Great Britain and Ireland”
with text written by t. Moore and edited by J. Lindley (Moore, 1855/56; Figs 1, 2, 3).
Henry Bradbury’s technique was the culmination of several centuries of development
of nature printing. He took an impression of a dry plant specimen in a lead plate, made
an electrolytic copper replica of the lead impression, and then hand-inked the intaglio
copper plate in colours (Cave and Wakeman, 1967; Heilmann, 1988; Wakeman, 1966).
the life-like fern images thus produced are striking examples of what can be achieved
by this method, although Harris (1970) points out that the copper plates were touched
up with burin and punch to make the detail clearer. the folio ferns were issued in 17
parts between March 1855 and October 1856; the parts cost 6s. (£0.30) each, and the
whole volume cost 6 guineas (£6.30), equivalent to about £300 today. the author’s
preface is dated July 14, 1856, but in most of the copies that i have seen, the title page
is dated 1855. However, the copy in the Wellcome Library, London, has the date “1857”
on the otherwise identical title page, indicating that there was a later re-issue, perhaps
as a complete volume. Cave and Wakeman (1967) state that one part was again
re-aaaaissued in 1869 but i have not been able to confirm this. Moore did write the text
for a short book with four  nature printed plates of ferns which was published that year
(Moore, 1869) but neither Bradbury nor his technique were employed.

Perhaps even more familiar than the folio ferns are the two smaller royal-octavo
volumes of “Nature-Printed British Ferns”, also with text by Moore and illustrated by
Bradbury with 122 Nature Prints (Moore, 1859/60; Figs 4, 5). Volume 1 was first
published in October, 1859 and Volume 2 in June, 1860 (Hall, 1984) although both
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volumes are dated 1859 on the decorative title page, which has a small fern Nature Print
in a vignette. the title pages and bindings were designed by Bradbury’s friend John
Leighton F.S.A., a noted colour printer. Each volume cost 2 guineas (£2.10).
Bradbury’s technique had improved by the time that these were produced and there is
no evidence of touching up (Harris, 1970). Both volumes were re-issued in 1863 in a
cheap edition at £3.  this later edition has the original decorative title page dated 1859
but the actual date of publication, 1863, on the main title page.

it is widely believed that the 2 works referred to above contain the only fern Nature-
Prints that Bradbury published. Nigel Hall (1984) states, referring to the folio Ferns,
“Nothing like this had been produced before…” and “Nature-printing, which would
have been a failure if applied to flowering plants, recorded fern forms accurately and
with great effect.”. there is no mention of the fact that Bradbury had published Nature-
Prints, of flowering plants and ferns, in 1854 before any of the books produced with
Moore. He did not publish any more prints of flowering plants though shortly before he
died he advertised the intention to do so (Bradbury, 1860). the fern prints confirmed
the suitability of this material for his method of nature-printing, a fact that he clearly
recognised. According to a report of his 1854 lecture to the Royal institution (Anon,
1855), he stated: “Ferns, by their peculiar structure and general flatness, are especially
adapted to develope (sic) the capabilities of the process, and there is no race of plants
where minute accuracy of delineation is of more vital importance than the Ferns; in the
distinction of which, the form of indentations, general outline, the exact manner in
which the repeated subdivision is effected, and most especially the distribution of veins
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Figure 1. Henry Bradbury’s published works. Left: Moore’s folio “Ferns of Great

Britain and Ireland” (1855/56); Centre top: Moore’s octavo  “Nature-printed British

Ferns” (1859/60); Centre Bottom: Johnstone and Croall’s octavo “Nature-printed

British Seaweeds” (1859/60); Right: Bradbury’s folio prints “A Few Leaves…”
(1854) (showing Plate 23, ‘Common Filago’).



scarcely visible to the naked eye, play the most important part”. Perhaps this explains
why his next publication was “The Ferns of Great Britain and Ireland”.

the lack of awareness of the 1854 prints can be readily excused; they were not
issued as a book with text, they are not widely available for consultation, and very few
authors mention them (but see Cave & Wakeman, 1967; Elliott, 1993; Harris, 1970).
Even Bradbury (1856,1860) makes no later reference to the 1854 prints. Nevertheless,
they include some of his most striking nature-prints and they deserve to be better
known. the sesquincentennial year of their publication is an appropriate time to make
information about these and other early Bradbury fern prints more widely available.

uNPublisheD PriNts

Henry Bradbury (c.1829-1860, Fig. 6) went to the imperial Printing Office of Vienna in
August, 1852, to observe Auer’s technique for Nature-Printing. After returning from
Vienna early in 1853, Bradbury introduced the technique to his father’s printing firm,
Bradbury & Evans, in London. in June, 1853, they took out British Patent No. 1164 for
what they claimed was a modification of the method. More information about Henry
Bradbury and his technique has been presented by Wakeman (1966) and Cave &
Wakeman (1967). 

After returning from Vienna, Henry Bradbury must have produced some trial
Nature-Prints before any were published. in the absence of any surviving Bradbury &
Evans archives, little is known about these early efforts. However, in the Wellcome
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Figure.2. Moore’s folio “Ferns of Great

Britain and Ireland” (1855/56), Plate L
‘Osmunda regalis’.

Figure.3. Moore’s folio “Ferns of Great

Britain and Ireland” (1855/56), Plate V
‘Polypodium Phegopteris’ (=Phegopteris

connectilis)



Library there are some unpublished Bradbury Nature-Prints. One is a small print
(226mm x 117mm), without a plate mark, of three flowering plants in four colours
(Meianthemum bifolium, a crocus, and an anemone). the other print, of which there are
two identical copies, is of the fern Polystichum aculeatum, wrongly identified in the
Wellcome catalogue as Dryopteris filix-mas. it is unlike any of the published fern
prints; it is from a different specimen, the platemark is narrow (458mm x 200mm) and
contains only a single frond, and there is no plant name. On none of these prints is there
a plate number. in the bottom right-hand corner of both the flowering plant and the fern
print is printed “PRiNtEd iN COLOuRS BY BRAdBuRY & EVANS, PAtENtEES,
WHitEFRiARS”, as in all the published prints. At the bottom of both prints within the
plate mark is printed “PHYtOGLYPHY OR tHE ARt OF PRiNtiNG FROM
NAtuRE”. the term ‘phytoglyphy’ does not appear on any published print. Bradbury
notified Auer in a letter dated december, 1853, that he had called the nature-printing
process ‘Phytoglyphy’ (Cave & Wakeman, 1967) but he seems to have soon abandoned
the term for his published work and in 1860 refers instead to “autotypography”
(Bradbury, 1860). this seems to indicate that, despite the date “c.1860” in the Wellcome
catalogue entry, both plates were produced early, before the 1854 publication, but after
the patent was issued in 1853. these may be the earliest known Bradbury Nature-Prints.
they can be seen on the Wellcome Photographic Library web site
(http://medphoto.wellcome.ac.uk).
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Figure 4. Moore’s octavo “Nature-print-

ed British Ferns” (1859/60), Plate CViii
‘Hymenophyllum tunbridgense’.

Figure 5. Moore’s octavo “Nature-print-

ed British Ferns” (1859/60), Plate XiV
‘Gymnogramma leptophylla’ (=
Anogramma leptophylla).



PublisheD PriNts - braDbury (1854)

Bradbury’s first published fern Nature-Prints were issued, in 1854, as part of a set of
prints with a long title beginning “A Few Leaves……” but no text. the page dimensions
are 556mm x 368mm, approximately the same as those of the imperial-folio ferns.
Wakeman (1966) refers to a ‘volume’ of 21 prints and Wakeman (1984) again states that
21 were issued but Harris (1970) refers to a volume containing “33 prints from wild
flowers”. it now seems clear that the prints were offered for sale unbound, and, as stated
on the original title page, either singly at 1s 6d (7.5p) each or in sets of 21 at 1 guinea
(21s, £1.05), selected from a longer list. they seem to have been considered by
Bradbury as curiosities or an advertisement rather than a book.  it is not known how
many sets were sold or donated but Peter Heilmann (pers. com. 1988) is of the opinion
that maybe only 20 or 30 sets were issued. Several libraries of botanical institutions and
stately homes that i contacted do not possess a set. A survey in the late 1980s of several
antiquarian booksellers in London and Edinburgh revealed that none had seen a copy in
the previous 50 years, though in 2001 a set of 33 prints was offered by Marlborough
Rare Books at £7500. in addition, according to Wakeman (1966), “half a leaf from ‘A
Few Leaves Nature Printed’” provides an illustration in the Bodleian copy of ‘The Art

Exemplar’ by J.W.Stannard (c.1858). 
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Fig.6. A portrait of Henry Bradbury from
a Bradbury & Wilkinson brochure issued
in 1988 (identified by Ray Marshall,
Consultant Archivist, de La Rue, pers.
com., 2003, and reproduced here with
permission).

Fig.7. the cover of my copy (AFd) of
Bradbury (1854). the 21 plates were
apparently bound by an early owner and
mistakenly titled “Fern leaves from

Nature Printing” (instead of “A Few

Leaves…..”) despite the fact that only 3
plates are of ferns.



Research soon revealed that, although most sets contain some fern prints, there are
some differences in the total number of prints and, even when the same number of prints
are present, the sets frequently do not contain the same prints (table 1). As a
consequence, a full description of this publication is only possible after examination of
all available sets. With the help of Caroline Marten, i have so far been able to locate 11
sets, nine of them in museums and institutional libraries. these are described for the
first time below. i would welcome information from anyone who knows of other sets of
these prints. 

the 11 Known sets of Prints

the 11 sets that have been traced to date are described below.  Each has an abbreviated
title referring to its location: Ri (Royal institution Library, London); BL (British
Library); BLO (Bodleian Library, Oxford); CuL1 (Cambridge university Library,
Reference Number: MH.7.8); CuL2 (Cambridge university Library, Reference
Number: CCF.47.19); PuNCH (Punch Cartoon Library and Archive, London); CuL3
(Cambridge university Library, Reference Number: Waddleton.bb.9.1.38); V&A
(Victoria and Albert Museum Print Library, London); AFd (privately owned, A F
dyer);WL (Welcome Library, London); MF (privately owned in New Zealand). the
prints present in each set are shown in table 1.  Prints numbered 1-33 are those present
in the set (Ri) given to the Royal institution by Henry Bradbury, numbered according
to the list accompanying the prints. Prints numbered (34) - (39) are those additional
prints occurring in other sets.

Ri

As stated by Wakeman (1966), one set of prints (Ri) is held at the Royal institution.
together with a copy of folio ferns, this set was presented to the Ri by Henry Bradbury.
According to a manuscript note attached, it was donated on 8 February,1855, after the
prints had been first published the previous year but three months before he gave a
lecture about the technique (Anon, 1855; Bradbury, 1856); perhaps he presented them
in response to the invitation to speak. they were apparently donated in the loose state.
the prints were bound in May, 1965, into a green cloth-covered volume with ‘Nature

Printing. Bradbury and Evans’ on the spine. 
there are 33 prints (table 1), most of them in good condition apart from some dirt

and discoloration around the margin outside the plate mark, no doubt due to over a
hundred years of handling before they were bound.  there is a title page giving the full
title: “A FEW LEAVES REPRESENTED BY “NATURE-PRINTING” SHOWING THE

APPLICATION OF THE ART FOR THE REPRODUCTION OF BOTANICAL AND

OTHER NATURAL OBJECTS. WITH A DELICACY OF DETAIL AND

TRUTHFULNESS TO NATURE UNOBTAINABLE BY ANY OTHER KNOWN

METHOD OF PRINTING.” and, under the firm’s crest, the additional information:
“PRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY BRADBURY & EVANS, 11 BOUVERIE STREET,

WHITEFRIARS, LONDON. MDCCCLIV. PRICE 21s.; OR SEPARATELY,1s. 6d.

EACH.”. On the verso of the title page are printed “OPINIONS OF THE PRESS” with
the headings: “ATHENAEUM”, “THE TIMES”, “DAILY NEWS”, “EXAMINER”.

there then follows a page printed in the same style and headed “NATURE-PRINTING

SPECIMENS. LIST OF PLATES.”. there is little doubt that these pages were printed
and supplied by Bradbury.  the list of plates is numbered, but the prints themselves are
not numbered although they were arranged in the same sequence when bound. the
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numbering system used by Bradbury seems to be quite arbitrary and there seems to be
no logic to the order (for example, ferns appear among the angiosperms at Nos 15, 20,
25, 26, and 32). these plate numbers will be used in the rest of this account for
reference purposes. All the prints listed are present in the Ri set and no prints are present
that are not listed. At the bottom of the list of prints is the following advertisement:
“Notice. - Messrs. Bradbury & Evans beg to announce that they are preparing for

publication, in Monthly Parts, a PERFECT COLLECTION of the BRITISH FERNS,

accompanied by scientific and popular descriptions of all indigenous species and

varieties, with instructions for their cultivation.”. 

BL, BLo, and CuL1

three other sets identical to the Ri set have since been located, one at the British
Library (BL), one at the Bodleian Library, Oxford (BLO) and one at Cambridge
university Library (CuL1) (table 1). All three have the same title page, press opinions
and list of plates, and the prints are unnumbered but bound in the order as listed. All
three are in contemporary binding, either green or brown. BL and BLO have “NAtuRE
PRiNtiNG” on the spine.  in BL, each print has a British Museum stamp and although
there is no information about its history, it is likely that it was a Copyright Act deposit.
Several BL prints (e.g. Nos 2, 5, 16, 26 and 31) have clearly visible ink marks on the
background where the plate surface has not been adequately cleaned before printing.
Regarding CuL1, Nicholas Smith (under-librarian, Rare Books department, Cu
Library) tells me that it too was probably received under Copyright Act deposit, and
according to the records was “Collated Feby 24, 1856”, a year after the Royal
institution set was donated.

CuL2

Cambridge university Library has a second, unbound, set (CuL2) (table 1), consisting
of only 21 prints. it has no title page or list of plates. All the prints are represented in
the list of 33 in Ri. this set, previously kept in the department of Plant Sciences, was
donated in 1943 by a Miss Borrer. there maybe a connection with William Borrer
(1781-1862), a highly esteemed British botanist and horticulturist, who contributed to
Newman’s ‘A History of British Ferns’ (1840) and assembled a considerable botanical
library. this set appears to be one of the sets of 21 sold to the public where the
purchaser has chosen the required prints from the full list of 33.

PuNCH

the Punch Cartoon Library and Archive possesses a set (PuNCH) of 3 prints (table 1);
all 3 are also found in the Ri list. they were either obtained singly or are the incomplete
remnants of a larger set. Nothing of their history is known but the fact that Bradbury &
Evans owned Punch at the time the prints were made might provide a clue. 

CuL3

the third set (CuL3) owned by Cambridge university Library is particularly
interesting. it consists of 33 prints, but not the same 33 as in Ri, BL, BLO and CuL1.
Although the five fern prints (Nos 15, 20, 25, 26 and 32) are still present, five of the
flowering plant prints in Ri (Nos 2, 8, 12, 22, and 24) are missing and 5 different ones
(Nos (35) to (39)) have been added (table 1). Furthermore, the title page is different; it
begins with “BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT. A FEW LEAVES FROM THE NEWLY
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INVENTED PROCESS OF “NATURE-PRINTING”. SHOWING THE APPLICATION

OF THE ART FOR THE REPRODUCTION OF BOTANICAL AND OTHER NATURAL

OBJECTS.”. there is no Bradbury & Evans crest. At the bottom of the page, the date
“MDCCCLIV” is the same as in Ri, but “PATENTEES” has been inserted after
“BRADBURY & EVANS”. there are no press opinions or list of plates. it is in a
contemporary binding. Bought by Cambridge university in 2001 from Marlborough
Rare Books, it has an autograph of ‘G.B.Rose’, presumably a previous owner. it seems
unlikely that Bradbury would have deposited for Copyright purposes sets that were
incomplete at the time, so CuL3 may be a later set than BL et al.. the title page appears
to have been produced after the Patent had been granted (in June, 1853) though still in
1854. the presence of additional prints suggests that CuL3 was assembled after the Ri
set was donated in February 1855. it might also have been a presentation copy but is
unlikely to have been deposited for later Copyright purposes because it was in private
hands at a later date. Why it contained the same, apparently arbitrary, number (33) of
prints as Ri, BL, BLO and CuL1 after additional plates had been made is less clear.  

V&A

the Victoria & Albert Museum print collection contains a set (V&A) of 21 prints (table
1). they are unbound but individually mounted. there is a loose title page, which is the
same as CuL3, but no list of plates. they are numbered for the V&A catalogue but the
sequence is not taken from the Ri list. the prints include one (No.(35)) which is in
CuL3 but not in Ri, and one print (No.(34)) that is in neither. thus it becomes clear that
at least 39 different prints were produced. the title page links this set to CuL3. V&A
appears to be another privately purchased set of 21, this time chosen from a list
including prints not present in Ri. 

AFd

Another set (AFd) was the first one i saw. i bought it in 1986. i had seen an
advertisement for “two large illustrated fern books” in the Personal Column of the
institute of Biology journal  “Biologist”. Enquiries by telephone revealed that a private
girl’s school in Sussex was selling the books, which had been found at the back of a
cupboard, to raise funds for equipment for the biology laboratory. From the description,
one was clearly the folio “Ferns of Great Britain and Ireland”. the other was described
as a book of similar size and binding called “Fern Leaves from Nature Printing”.  A
meeting was arranged in a conveniently located pub, where my suspicion that, despite
the different title, the second book was a copy of Bradbury (1854) was confirmed, and
a transaction rapidly completed. 

AFd contains 21 prints (table 1), one of which is not in Ri.  it is in a contemporary
binding (Fig. 7) but there is no title page. When the set was bound, probably by the first
owner, the title was incorrectly stated on the outside of the front cover. it is titled “Fern

Leaves…..” instead of “Few Leaves…” despite the fact that only 3 of the prints are of
ferns. the prints are not bound in the same sequence as in the Ri set. Labels inside
reveal that at some time before 1939 this volume had been through the hands of  H M
Gilbert, Booksellers of Southampton and had been bought on 1 November 1947 by
Varndean Field Club. unfortunately, as in some other sets, a few of the prints are badly
foxed. there is one print (No.(35)) that is also present in CuL3 but not in Ri. Like
V&A, AFd appears to be a privately purchased set of 21 prints chosen from the longer
(and later?) list. it is interesting to note that Print Nos 12 and 22, absent from CuL3,
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were still available when AFd was first bought. 

WL and mF

the two other sets that have been located differ from all the rest in two significant
respects. Each set consists of 14 prints, and in the bottom left hand corner of each print
under “Nature Printing” are printed the word “Plate” and a number. Otherwise every
print is identical to a print in one or other of the sets described above. the engraved
plate numbers on the print do not coincide with the numbers of the corresponding plates
in the Ri list, nor are they in the same sequence. 

One set (WL) (table 1) is in the Wellcome Library, London. the prints can be
viewed on the Wellcome Photographic Library website, Photo nos 43911 to 43924. this
set does not include a fern print. WL is unbound and there is no title page or list of
plates.  All the prints have been trimmed to the plate mark by cutting or tearing. the
paper is similar if not identical to that used in the other sets. One of the prints (No.(37))
is not included in Ri but is in CuL3. the engraved plate numbers are not in a
continuous sequence and range from 1 to 23. the Wellcome Library catalogue states: “
imprint - [Edinburgh c. 1867] (London : Bradbury & Evans, patentees, Whitefriars)”
and “ Note - Plate to: Baildon, [Nature printing], Edinburgh, c.1867”. the exact
significance of these notes is not clear but the librarian was unable to locate any other
information on a connection with Baildon and Edinburgh, or to establish the source of
the information in the computer records.  Henry Craven Baildon (1806-1881) was a
leading Edinburgh pharmacist with a pharmacy at 73, Princes Street. He published
accounts of the medicinal properties of certain plant extracts but he clearly also had
interests in printing. He patented  a secure process for crossing banker’s drafts and on
May 15,1867, registered a patent (No.1432) for a method of nature printing from ferns
and other plants. this method was quite distinct from Bradbury’s and involved
chromolithography; the impression was taken on transfer paper direct from the frond
and transferred onto a lithographic stone for printing. in 1869, he produced from his
Edinburgh address “Baildon’s Nature-Printed Ferns” (Moore, 1869), published by
L.Reeve & Co. London and printed in Edinburgh. this has 4 chromolithographic prints
of an assortment of 12 exotic species and native varieties, and text by thomas Moore.
Clearly, Baildon had an interest in nature printing, especially of ferns, during the 1860s
and would have been aware of Bradbury’s earlier publications. He might well have
made an arrangement with Bradbury & Evans after Henry Bradbury’s death in 1860 to
re-issue “A few leaves…” before developing his own method, although there is no
confirmation of this among the Bradbury & Evans correspondence held in the Bodleian
Library. Perhaps it was Baildon who decided to add the plate numbers and make the
prints available to the public in sets of 14 chosen from a longer list. the prints are so
similar to the other sets, apart from the added plate numbers, that it is hard to believe
that they were not also printed by Bradbury & Evans using the original plates, or new
copper replicas of the same original lead impression. if on the other hand they were
printed in Edinburgh, the original process must have been replicated exactly. this is the
only indication of a second issue of the Bradbury (1854) prints. 

the last of the 11 sets (MF, table 1) known to me is privately owned in New
Zealand, where it was taken in 1880. it is unbound. i have seen 6 prints (Nos 7, 11, 13,
16, (34) and (36)); the owner provided the full list of 14. MF contains 4 prints ((34),
(36), (37), (38)) not in Ri but in either CuL3 or V&A. Like WL, this set also lacks fern
prints but it does not contain the same 14 flower prints. Plate numbers of MF (absent
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from one print, probably due to damage) range from 2 to 31. Four prints (Nos 7, 10, 11
and 16) are common to both WL and MF and have the same engraved plate numbers.
Close, detailed, comparison of prints and paper from AFd and MF (Nos 7, 11 and 13)
revealed no detectable differences other than some small variations in ink density. MF
thus appears to be another set of 14 prints, with added plate numbers, chosen by the
original purchaser from a list of at least 31. it is likely to have the same origins as WL. 

it is not possible to deduce from the available information whether the lack of fern
prints in WL and MF is because the ferns had been removed from the list of available
prints or because both the purchasers chose only flowering plants. 

the 39 Known Nature-Prints comprising bradbury (1854)

in all of these sets, the prints differ from all Bradbury’s later published Nature-Prints in
that there is a distinct plate mark, the dimensions of which vary between plates. in the
later prints (Moore, 1855/56, 1859/60), either the plate was larger than the paper or the
plate mark was removed.

there are some curious minor differences between the 39 prints. Most have at the
bottom of the Plate, within the plate mark:  “Nature Printing” in several different fonts
in the left-hand corner; then the family, Latin name and common name of the specimen
in the middle, and then “PRINTED IN COLOURS BY BRADBURY & EVANS,

PATENTEES, WHITEFRIARS, LONDON.”. One plate (No.3), of Chelidonium majus,
is in ‘landscape’ format, the remainder in ‘portrait’. (there are no landscape plates in
Moore, 1855/56). Five prints (Nos 3, 5, 20, 26 and 32) differ in having the Family name
at the top; 3 of these prints are of ferns but there is nothing else that obviously links any
of the five prints involved. One other print (No. 15) has all the other names as well as
the family name at the top; it is again a fern and this positioning may simply be to
accommodate the folded frond (Fig. 8). Finally, four prints (Nos 3, 10, 21, and 24) have
“colors” instead of “colours”; again there is no obvious link between the four.

Of the total of 39 plates, 5 are of ferns (Nos 15, 20, 25, 26 and 32; Figs 8, 9) and 34
are of flowering plants, mostly herbaceous perennials (Figs 1, 10, 11). Nothing is
known about the reasons, if any, for the choice of plants used for the Nature-Prints or
whether they were chosen, collected and pressed by Bradbury or someone else, such as
Lindley or Moore. there is no obvious taxonomic, pharmaceutical or ecological theme,
although fifteen prints are of plants with “Common” in their English names and several
are wetland species (Nos 2, 15, 19, 24, 32, 33, (36)). No.25 (Asplenium marinum) grows
naturally only on walls and rocks close to the sea but most of the other plants would
have been relatively easily available in the south of England, as garden plants or
escapes if not as native plants. A few (No. (36), (38)) are found exclusively in the south
of Britain. Most of the specimens must have been originally collected between early
and late summer.

Although Wakeman (1966) says of the folio ferns: “one fern illustrated is the same
as one which appeared in “A few leaves…….”, all 5 fern species represented in
Bradbury (1854) are also illustrated in Moore (1855/56). Perhaps it was the success
with these specimens published in 1854 that prompted the decision to illustrate Moore’s
fern book. However, different specimens and plates were used for all five species and
two were renamed in the later work. Lastrea spinosa New. (No. 15, Fig.8) in Bradbury
(1854) became L. spinulosa Presl. (now = Dryopteris carthusiana), with no mention of
the name ‘Withering’s Fern’, in Moore (1855/56). L. recurva New. (No. 20) in
Bradbury (1854) was changed to L. foenisecii Watson (now =D. aemula), with no
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mention of ‘Bree’s Fern’ in the later work. 
Some of the minor differences between some plate names as given in the Ri list and

the corresponding name engraved on the plates (see table 1) indicate that the engraver
was working from a hand-written list of names that were unfamiliar to him.

suMMary

Henry Bradbury produced at least 6 fern Nature-Prints before Moore (1855/56). His
unpublished ‘Phytoglyphs’, including one of Polystichum aculeatum in the Wellcome
Library, may be earlier than his first published Nature-Prints of ferns in “A few

leaves….” this publication has no text, but there is a printed list of plates and a title
page with the date ‘1854’. the prints were certainly produced before February 1855,
when an unbound set of 5 prints of ferns and 28 of flowering plants was donated by him
to the Royal institution. A similar set of 33 plates, with the same title page and list of
plates, was acquired by each of the British Museum (now British Library), Bodleian
Library, Oxford, and Cambridge university Library, probably as Copyright Act
deposits. Another set of 33, with a different title page and at one time privately owned
but now at Cambridge university Library, contains some additional plates of flowering
plants. All these sets were bound after they had been acquired. According to an
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Figure 8. Bradbury (1854), Plate 15:
‘Lastrea spinosa, Withering’s Fern’ (=
Dryopteris carthusiana). 

Figure 9. Bradbury (1854), Plate 26:
‘Scolopendrium vulgare, Common Hart’s
tongue’ (=Phyllitis scolopendrium).



announcement on the title page, unbound plates were also sold singly and in sets of 21
selected plates. three 21-print sets, with different selections of plates but all including
some ferns, and an incomplete set of 3 prints have been traced. Only one of these sets
has a title page, and only one is bound. An unbound set can be seen at the Victoria &
Albert Museum. taken together, these sets reveal that at least 39 different plates were
produced. these prints are notable for including the only Nature-Prints of flowering
plants published by Bradbury. Five prints are of ferns. the prints were later re-issued,
after plate numbers had been engraved on the original plates, probably in sets of 14
selected from the full list. two of these 14-print sets, without title pages and unbound,
are currently known; neither includes any fern prints. One of these sets is in the
Wellcome Library and can be viewed on their web-site. the Wellcome records indicate
that these numbered prints in sets of 14 were issued by Baildon in Edinburgh, c.1867.
the source of this information has not been traced, nor is it known whether these sets
were printed in London by Bradbury & Evans nine years after the premature death of
Henry Bradbury, or in Edinburgh using the same plates and similar paper.
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Figure 10. Bradbury (1854), Plate 5:
‘Alchemilla vulgaris, Common Lady’s
Mantle’.

Figure 11. Bradbury (1854), Plate 35:
‘Primula vulgaris, Common Primrose’.
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RI List
Numbers
1-33, plus

extra prints
(34) - (39)

NAME OF PLATE
Nos 1-33: name as given in RI list; the
same text is on the plate, unless noted

otherwise.
Nos (34)-(39):name as on plate.

(Differences in font size within each
name are not reproduced below)

RI;
BL;

BLO;
CUL1

33 prints

CUL2

21 prints

PUNCH

3 prints

CUL3

33 prints

V&A

21 prints

AFD

21 prints

WL

14 prints

MF

14 prints

1
UMBELLIFERAE, JUSS.
(Bupleurum rotundifolium, L.)
COMMON HARE'S EAR
('Buphorum' on plate)

+ + + + +

2
LABIATAE, JUSS.
(Mentha aquatica, L.)
WATER CAPITATE MINT

+ + + + +

3
PAPAVERACEAE, JUSS.
(Chelidonium majus, L.)
COMMON CELANDINE

+ + + + + +
13

table 1. the prints represented in the 11 known sets of Bradbury (1854)
"+" indicates a print present in the set(s) identified by an abbreviation in the top row of the column; sets are described in full in the text.
Abbreviations as follows: Ri (Royal institution Library, London); BL (British Library); BLO (Bodleian Library, Oxford); CuL1 (Cambridge
university Library, Reference Number: MH.7.8); CuL2 (Cambridge university Library, Reference Number: CCF.47.19); PuNCH (Punch Cartoon
Library and Archive, London); CuL3 (Cambridge university Library, Reference Number: Waddleton.bb.9.1.38); V&A (Victoria and Albert
Museum Print Library, London); AFd (privately owned, A F dyer);WL (Welcome Library, London); MF (privately owned in New Zealand).
Numbers in the WL and MF columns are the Plate Numbers engraved on the plate
Prints not on the Ri list have been arbitrarily allotted Nos (34) to (39).
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4
RUBIACEAE, JUSS.
(Galium cruciatum, L.)
CROSSWORT BEDSTRAW

+ + +
1

*

5
ROSACEAE, JUSS.
(Alchemilla vulgaris, L.)
COMMON LADY'S MANTLE

+ + + + +

6
LABIATAE, JUSS.
(Stachys sylvatica, L.)
HEDGE WOUNDWORT

+ + + + +

7
HYPERICACEAE.
(Hypericum eloides, L.)
MARSH ST. JOHN'S WORT
('WART' on plate)

+ + + + + +
8

+
8

8
CAPRIFOLIACEAE, JUSS.
(Viburnum opulus, L.)
COMMON GUELDER ROSE

+ +
9

9
POLYGALACEAE, JUSS.
(Polygala vulgaris, L.)
COMMON MILKWORT

+ + + +
14

10
LEGUMINOSAE, JUSS.
(Orobus tuberosus, L.)
TUBEROUS BITTER VETCH

+ + + + + +
6

+
6

11
CARYOPHYLLACEAE, JUSS.
(Arenaria trinervis, L.)
THREE-NERVED SANDWORT

+ + + + + +
2

+
2

12
COMPOSITAE, JUSS.
(Gnaphalium uliginosum, L.)
MARSH CUDWEED
('Guaphalium' on plate)

+ + + +
17
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13
PRIMULACEAE, VENT.
(Lysimachia nemorum, L.)
YELLOW PIMPERNEL

+ + + + + +
26

14
TILIACEAE, JUSS.
(Tilia Europ a, L.)
COMMON LIME TREE

+ + + +

15
FILICES.
(Lastrea spinosa, New.)
WITHERING FERN
('new.' and 'WITHERING'S' on plate

+ + + +

16
LEGUMINOSAE, JUSS.
(Vicia sylvatica, L.)
WOOD VETCH

+ + +
11

+
11

17
URTICACEAE, JUSS.
(Urtica dioica, L.)
 GREAT NETTLE

+ + + + +

18
ROSACEAE, JUSS.
(Potentilla tormentilla, Sibth.)
TORMENTIL
('Tormentilla' on plate)

+ + +
3

19
PRIMULACEAE, VENT.
(Lysimachia vulgaris, L.)
GREAT YELLOW LOOSE-STRIFE
('LOOSE STRIFE' on plate)

+ + + + +
30

20
FILICES, LINN.
(Lastr a recurva, New.)
BREE'S FERN
('Lastr e' and 'Newn.' on plate)

+ + + +
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21
GROSSULARIACEAE, DECAND.
(Ribes alpinum, L.)
MOUNTAIN CURRANT
('DE CAND' and 'Alpinum' on plate)

+ + + + + +
7

22
EUPHORBIACEAE, JUSS.
(Mercurialis perennis, L.)
DOG'S MERCURY

+ + + +
23

23
COMPOSITAE, JUSS.
(Filago Germanica L.)
COMMON FILAGO

+ + + + +
21

24
ROSACEAE, JUSS.
(Spiraea ulmaria, L.)
MEADOW SWEET
('Ulmaria' on plate)

+ +
10

+
**

25
FILICES.
(Asplenium marinum, L.)
SEA SPLEENWORT

+ + + +

26
FILICES, LINN.
(Scolopendrium vulgare, Sym.)
COMMON HART'S TONGUE

+ + +

27
ONAGRACEAE, JUSS.
(Epilobium angustifolium, L.)
ROSE-BAY WILLOW-HERB

+ + + +

28
LILIACEAE, JUSS.
(Convallaria majalis, L.)
LILY OF THE VALLEY

+ +

29
COMPOSITAE, JUSS.
(Serratula tinctoria, L.)
COMMON SAW-WORT

+ + + +
22
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30
COMPOSITAE, JUSS.
(Solidago virgaurea, L.)
COMMON GOLDEN-ROD
('Virgaurea' on plate)

+ + + +

31
COMPOSITAE.
(Petasites vulgaris, Desf.)
 COMMON BUTTER-BUR

+ + + + + +
24

32
FILICES, LINN.
(Osmunda regalis, L.)
FLOWERING FERN
('Osmund' on plate)

+ + + +

33
RANUNCULACEAE, JUSS.
(Caltha palustris, L.)
COMMON MARSH MARYGOLD

+ + +

(34)
NOT ON
RI LIST

CRUCIFERAE
(Arabis hirsuta, Por.)
HAIRY ROCK-CRESS

+ +
16

(35)
NOT ON
RI LIST

PRIMULACEAE, VENT.
(Primula vulgaris, Huds.)
COMMON PRIMROSE

+ + +

(36)
NOT ON
RI LIST

RANUNCULACEAE, JUSS.
(Thalictrum flavum, L.)
COMMON MEADOW RUE

+ +
15

(37)
NOT ON
RI LIST

RUBIACEAE, JUSS.
(Galium erectum, Huds.)
UPRIGHT BED-STRAW

+ +
12

+?
12*

(38)
NOT ON
RI LIST

CUCURBITACEAE, JUSS.
(Bryonia dioica, Jacq.)
RED BERRIED BRYONY

+ +
31
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(39)
NOT ON
RI LIST

SOLANACEAE, JUSS.
(Solanum nigrum, L.)
COMMON NIGHTSHADE

+

Title page present (Type 1 or Type 2) YES (1) NO NO YES (2) YES (2) NO NO NO

'Opinions of the press' present YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO
'List of plates' present YES NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Plates numbered (plate numbers shown in
appropriate squares under WL and MF):

NO NO NO NO NO NO YES YES

Plates in contemporary binding (cb), modern
binding (mb), or unbound (ub):

RI: mb;
BLO: cb;
BL: cb;

CUL1:cb

ub ub cb ub cb ub ub

* the owner of MF reports that the set contains "Galium cruciatum, Plate No. 12". Assuming "Plate No. 12" is correct, the print is of Galium
erectum (No (37) above).
** the owner of MF reports that the set contains the plate of Spiraea ulmaria but gives the Plate No. as "?", probably because the corner of the
print has broken off.


